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"lost In Our Labor"

About two weeks ago, a group of some forty-two persons from this
church journeyed northward to Camp Lucerne for what I believe was the
first-ever.;Family Retreat weekend. Many in the group, including John and
Gwen Strassburger and myself, were accustomed to spending a full week or
more at Lucerne at a time, so for many, of us, the weekend time frame felt
somewhat constraining. Those of'you who have had the privilege of
spending time at Lucerne can probably relate to that feeling. There's just so
much to do up there: from swimining and boating to volleyball and softball;
from tennis and basketball to hiking and crafts; from praying and Bible
reading to singing and discussing. It allmakes for an ideally-balanced, briskly-
paced week-long experience.»and it all makes for a tightly-packed, warp-speed
weekend! In short, we: all had to make choices and set priorities, because we
each wanted to do so much. That is both a tribute to Lucerne's staff and
facilities, and an unfortunate reality for those of us who longed for a more
protracted stay.

/.One of. the few "contemplative pauses" that we managed to squeeze
into the weekend's activities was Morning Watch following Saturday's
breakfast. John suggested that we focus our thoughts and prayers on a passage
from Christ's Sermon on the Mount found in Matthew. (A parallel, indeed
almost identical, passage constitutes a portion of this morning's scripture
lesson that J read from the gbspel of Luke). John then handed out a sheet he
had prepared to help guide us in these precious few minutes of silent reading
and reflection. Item one on that sheet urged us to paraphrase, or re-write, the
passage in our own words. Now this is a commonly-used Bible study
technique—one that I myself have used in leading programs for youth and
adults~butonly rarely have I beenasked to actually participate in this activity!
So I .seized the opportunity) and gradually worked my way through the
passage and the paraphrasing process. I found those few minutes to be both
challenging and spiritually enlightening. It most certainly made me think,
and it helped me clarify my own interpretation of the passage.

- Although I recognize that you've just heard a similar scripture passage
from the gospel of Luke, I'd like to read to you the passage from Matthew that
John selected; for our attention a few Saturdays ago. I often find it helpful to
read parallelpassages from two or more gospels, and so I'm hoping that you
will gain some added dimension of understanding from hearing this teaching
of Jesus from Matthew's pen, as well as Luke's. Besides, the message of this
passage is so relevant and so important that it bears repetition and emphasis.
So this is Matthew 6:25-34:








